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Abstract
We consider the following retweet prediction task: given a tweet, predict whether it will be
retweeted. In the past, a wide range of learning methods and features has been proposed for this task. We
provide a systematic comparison of the performance of these learning methods and features in terms of
prediction accuracy and feature importance. Specifically, from each previously published approach we take
the best performing features and group these into two sets: user features and tweet features. In addition,
we contrast five learning methods, both linear and non-linear. On top of that, we examine the added value
of a previously proposed time-sensitive modeling approach. To the authors’ knowledge this is the first
attempt to collect best performing features and contrast linear and non-linear learning methods. We
perform our comparisons on a single dataset and find that user features such as the number of times a
user is listed, number of followers, and average number of tweets published per day most strongly
contribute to prediction accuracy across selected learning methods. We also find that a random forestbased learning, which has not been employed in previous studies, achieves the highest performance
among the learning methods we consider. We also find that on top of properly tuned learning methods the
benefits of time-sensitive modeling are very limited.
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1. Introduction
Social media like Twitter has provided a platform for spreading information among users
[1, 2]. In this work we focus on the retweet prediction problem. Given a tweet, we would like to
predict whether it will be retweeted. Applications of this task are, for example, to help decision
makers propagate their issues and facilitate companies to promote their products.
A wide range of learning methods and features have been proposed for retweet
prediction; see, e.g., [3-7]. In addition, different modeling setups have been proposed; e.g.,
Petrovic, et al., [3] propose a time-sensitive model that builds separate models depending on
the tweet's creation time and show that it substantially improves performance over the passiveaggressive learning algorithm. This large variety of features, learning methods, and ways of
modeling the task calls for a systematic comparison on a single dataset. Therefore, we propose
a systematic comparison of the selected learning methods and features, both within and without
time-sensitive framework, all on a single dataset. To the authors’ knowledge this is the first
attempt to collect best performing features and contrast linear and non-linear learning methods.
We consider the following research questions: (i) Which of the proposed learning
methods is the most effective for the retweet prediction task? (ii) Which of the proposed features
are most discriminative features for the learning methods considered? And (iii) To which degree
does time-sensitive modeling help improve the performance of learning methods on our
dataset?
Prior work has documented several techniques to solve the retweet prediction problem.
Naveed, et al., [5] state that the problem of finding "interestingness" on Twitter is the same as
predicting whether a tweet will be retweeted. They employ logistic regression to do the
prediction and find that content features such as initial negative sentiments make a tweet more
likely to be retweeted.
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Petrovic, et al., [3] cast the retweet prediction problem as a binary classification problem
with a time-sensitive modeling approach. They argue that time-sensitive modeling substantially
helps improve performance over passive-aggressive algorithm on their dataset. They also claim
that social features that are related to a user improve the accuracy of their model more than
tweet features. Our work utilizes the time-sensitive (TS) modeling; however, the TS modeling in
out dataset has limited contribution for our prediction task.
Predicting retweets and replies for a given tweet also done by Artzi, et al., [6].
Specifically, for a given tweet, they discover that removing social features such as number of
followers, number of followees, and ratio between the two causes a big drop in their model's
prediction accuracy over models that include them. Caruana, et al., [8] mention random forestbased learning method without calibration give the best average performance across all metrics
and test problems; moreover, Fernandez-Delgado, et al., [9] construct thorough experiments
and conclude random forest-based learning method achieve the maximum accuracy. Therefore,
we opt to utilize random forest-based learning method rather than employ MART in our work.
Moreover, it turns out that random forest-based learning method, which has not been employed
in previous studies, gives superior results in our comparison study.
Hong, et al., [4] predict whether or not a tweet will be retweeted and how many times a
tweet will be retweeted. They employ logistic regression in their work. How many times a new
tweet will be retweeted based on a certain threshold is studied by Jenders, et al., [10]. They
utilize models such as Naive-Bayes and generalized linear model. Other work by Gao, et al.,
[11] also predict how many times a tweet will retweeted by applying an extended reinforced
Poisson process model with time mapping process.
Zaman, et al., [12] measures the popularity of a tweet through the time-series path of its
retweets. A Bayesian probabilistic model is developed for the evolution of the retweets and
popularity of a tweet is predicted based on the retweet times and local network or "graph"
structure of retweeters. Macskassy, et al., [13] tag tweets with Wikipedia categories and
generate profiles of "topics of interest" based on past content posted and construct retweet
behavior models for users. They argue that people's retweeting behavior is better explained
through multiple different models rather than one model.
Morchid, et al., [14] study the behavior of tweets that have been massively retweeted in
a short time. Specifically, they employ Principal Component Analysis to select features.
Compared to our work, they extract less number of features and number of learning methods.
Xu, et al., [7] analyze user retweet behavior at individual level and argue that the most
important features for general people are social. Our work is similar to theirs; however, our
focus is specifically to understand tweets from politicians and we employ more algorithms that
have not been tested, specifically random forest-based learning method, and more modeling in
our experiments. Moreover, the random forest-based learning method that we employ gives
better prediction accuracy than other algorithms they employ.

2. Modeling and Features
In this section we describe our modeling approach for addressing the retweet prediction
problem and cast the problem as a binary classification problem.
2.1. Modeling for Retweet Prediction
Table 1 describes 4 groups of learners that we employ in our modeling approach.

Table 1. Learning approaches.
Group of learners
Global linear
Global non-linear

Time-sensitive (TS) linear
Time-sensitive (TS) non-linear

Model
Global passive-aggressive (G-PA)
Global linear support vector (G-LSV)
Global logistic regression (G-LR)
Global decision tree (G-DT)
Global random forest (G-RF)
TS passive-aggressive (TS-PA)
TS linear support vector (TS-LSV)
TS logistic regression (TS-LR)
TS decision tree (TS-DT)
TS random forest (TS-RF)
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The classification rule for aglobal linear learner is:
𝐲� = sign(〈𝐰𝑔 , 𝐱〉),

(1)

𝐲� = arg max𝑐∈{0,1} (𝜑𝑔 (𝑐|𝐱)),

(2)

𝐲� = sign�〈𝐰𝑔 , 𝐱〉 + λ〈𝐰𝑙 , 𝐱〉�,

(3)

𝐲� = arg max𝑐∈{0,1} (𝜑𝑔 (𝑐|𝐱) + λ 𝜑𝑙 (𝑐|𝐱)),

(4)

Where 𝐰𝑔 is the global weight vector, 𝐱 isthe feature vector representation of a tweet, and, 𝐲� is
the prediction. The classification rule for a global non-linear learner is:

Where 𝜑𝑔 is a global tree model and 𝐲� is the predicted class determined as the maximum a
posterior (MAP) of the class distribution the 𝐱 falls in the leaf.
Time-sensitive (TS) modeling [2] assumes that there are some specific rules within
every hour of a day for tweets being retweeted. Each hour in a day corresponds to a local
model, therefore, TS modeling consists of one global model (either equation (1) or equation (2))
and 24 local models. The TS linear learner is then:

Where, 𝐰𝑙 is the local weight vector and λ is the weight that corresponds to the number of
tweets that the local model has seen during training, divided by the total number of tweets in the
training set. Finally, the TS non-linear learner is defined as:

Where 𝜑𝑙 is a local tree model.

2.2. Learning Methods
Based on previous studies ([3-5], [7, 10]), we propose 5 learning methods: passiveaggresive (PA), linear support vector machine (LSV), logistic regression (LR), decision trees
(DT) and random forest-based learning (RF). Combined with the choice for global vs. timesensitive modeling, this yields a total of 10 approaches; see Table 1.
2.3. Description of Features
Like the learning approaches, the features that we consider are based on a number of
previous studies; see Table 2.
Table 2. Features and their origins.
User features
Number of followers
[15], [3], [4], [6], [7], [10], [12]
Number of friends
[15], [3], [4], [6], [7]
Number of statuses
[15], [3], [7]
Number of favorites
[15], [3]
Number of user listed
[3], [7]
Is a user verified?
[3], [7]
Percentage of replies
[6]
Number of followers / Number of friends [6]
Average number of tweets per day
[7], [13]
Account age
[15], [7]
Tweet features
Number of hashtags
[15], [3], [6], [7], [10]
Number of mentions
[15], [3], [6], [7], [10]
Number of URLs
[4], [10]
Length of a tweet
[3], [6], [10]
Novelty score
[3], [3]
Is a tweet a reply?
[3], [7]
Is a tweet a direct message?
[5]
Does a tweet contain a hashtag?
[5]
Does a tweet contain a URL?
[5]
Does a tweet contain ‘?’ or ‘!’?
[5]

We divide the features into 2 categories as follows.
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2.3.1. User Features
A user can possess attributes that make her tweet more likely to be retweeted. We try
to capture those attributes from information about the user as follows: how many people follow
the user (number of followers), how many people the user follows (number of friends), how
many statuses the user has (number of statuses), how many favorite tweets the user has
(number of favorites), how many times the user is listed (number of user listed), whether or not
the user is verified (is a user verified?). From all tweets authored by a user, we compute the
ratio of tweets that have replies to all her tweets (percentage of replies), proportion of number of
followers to number of friends (number of followers/ number of friends), how many tweets the
user published on average per day (average number of tweets per day), and how old her
account age of a user is (in days) when she published the tweet (account age).
2.3.2. Tweet Features
We also extract features about and from tweets themselves. We consider only features
that have been shown important in the existing work. The features from tweets are as follows:
number of hashtags, mentions, URLs, length of the tweet, the novelty score, whether or not the
tweet is a reply, a direct message, whether or not the tweet contains a hashtag, a URL, an
exclamation, or question marks. Novelty score is computed as the cosine distance between the
TF-IDF vector representations of the tweet and its nearest neighbor tweet published a day
before.

3. Experimental Setup
In order to understand what kind of tweets would be retweeted, we created a dataset as
follows.We collected lists of Dutch politicians and political journalists from lists curated by De
Issuemakers, a Dutch communications consultancy company, along with their followers and
followees. The total number of politicians and journalists is 304 and total number of followers
and followees is around 1.4 million. We collected both tweets and user profiles from September
9 to December 2, 2014 by utilizing the Twitter API. We gathered around 3 million tweets. Our
training set comprises tweets from September 9 to December 1 (around 2.7 million tweets) and
we use tweets from the last day, December 2nd as our test set (around 0.3 million tweets).
We label a tweet as retweeted or not retweeted by checking whether the tweet has a
original status id. If it has one, we acquire the original tweet with the status id and give it label 1.
If it has no original status id, we label the tweet 0. We set a threshold value to 2 days to give a
tweet a chance to be retweeted. The proportion of retweeted tweets overall is around 33%.

Table 3. The best settings after 5-fold cross-validation
No
1
2
3
4
5

Model
G-PA, TS-PA
G-LSV, TS-LSV
G-LR, TS-LR
G-DT, TS-DT
G-RF, TS-RF

Setting
C= 0.01, loss = squared-hinge
C= 10, dual = false
C= 10, penalty = l2
criterion = entropy, splitter = best
criterion = gini, n_estimators = 30

Table 4. F1 (%) scores after 5-fold cross-validation on the training set
Model Average ± std
Global models
G-PA
51.81 ± 0.0229
G-LSV 56.44 ± 0.0010
G-LR
56.60 ± 0.0011
G-DT
69.18 ± 0.0009
G-RF
74.39 ± 0.0006

Average ± std
TS models
TS-PA
52.54 ± 0.0160
TS-LSV 56.49 ± 0.0011
TS-LR
56.66 ± 0.0011
TS-DT
69.75 ± 0.0012
TS-RF
75.42 ± 0.0008
Model

Before we run the prediction on the test set, we run 5-fold cross-validation with selected
settings [16, 17] for each classifier on our training set. The purpose of cross-validation is to tune
all the models and find the best setting from each model. Table 3 describes the best setting
resulting from the cross-validation on the training set. The classification performance of our
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models after cross-validation is shown in Table 4. We see that the non-linear models (DT, RF)
outperform the linear models (PA, LSV, LR), and that time-sensitive modeling only marginally
outperforms global modeling on the training set.
For significance testing, we use a one-tailed paired t-test for comparisons between
↑
global learners and between time-sensitive learners; significant differences are marked using
for significant differences at 𝛼 = 0.01.We use McNemar's test to measure the significance
differences in prediction accuracy of the global learners and the TS learners.
4. Results
4.1. Prediction Accuracy
We run all models from Table 1. Table 5 shows the F1 score of the models with user
features only, tweet features only, and with both of them on the test set. We see that the global
and time-sensitive random forest model (G-RF) and (TS-RF) achieve the highest performance.
We also see that user features outperform tweet features and that their union outperforms both.
4.2. Feature Selection
In order to understand the overall contribution of each individual feature for prediction
accuracy, we utilize recursive feature elimination (RFE) and compute gini importance on all
features in the global linear and non-linear models. RFE starts by training models with all
features. The feature whose absolute weight is then found smallest is pruned from the set; RFE
continues like this recursively until there is only one feature left. This last feature is the firstranked feature in Table 6. Measuring the importance of a feature in decision tree or random
forest equals computing the decrease of impurity of the nodes over all trees in the forest [16].
The lower decreasing is higher the importance of the feature in the decision tree or random
forest.

Table 5. Comparison of F1 (%) scores from different classifiers and feature sets on the test set.
In the rightmost column, statistically significant differences with the previous row (in the same
↑
part of the table) are marked with
Model
Global models
G-PA
G-LSV
G-LR
G-DT
G-RF
TS models
TS-PA
TS-LSV
TS-LR
TS-DT
TS-RF

User features
50.81
51.48
55.18
68.01
69.63
51.15
51.52
55.18
68.08
71.06

Tweet features
30.26
18.90
23.01
46.39
38.78
30.31
18.98
23.05
46.39
46.32

Both
51.58
54.65↑
58.55↑
67.98↑
𝟕𝟑. 𝟔𝟔↑
51.84
54.66↑
58.59↑
67.97↑
𝟕𝟒. 𝟒𝟕↑

Table 6. The top-5-feature rankings generated from RFE for global passive-aggressive (G-PA),
global linear support vector (G-LSV), and global logistic regression (G-LR)
Rank
G-PA
G-LSV
G-LR
1
Number of user listed
Number of user listed
Number of user listed
2
Is a user verified?
#followers
#followers
3
#followers
Average #tweets/day
Average #tweets/ day
4
Average #tweets / day
#followers / #friends
#followers / #friends
5
#followers / #friends
Length of a tweet
Is a user verified?
#tweets = number of tweets, #followers = number of followers, #friends = number of friends

Table 6 shows that the number of times a user is listed, the number of followers, and
the average number of tweets published per day are the features that contribute most to the
prediction accuracy. Moreover, the important features of our global random forest model in
Table 7 are similar to the ones identified by RFE for the linear learners.
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Table 7. The top-5-feature importance rankings for global decision tree classifier (G-DT) and
global random forest classification (G-RF) based on gini importance
Rank
1
2
3
4
5

G-DT
Number of user listed
Average tweets per day
Novelty
Average tweets per day
Account age

G-RF
Number of user listed
Number of followers
Average tweets per day
Number of followers / Number of friends
Novelty

Interestingly, both graphs in Figure 1 show that there is more than 10% increase of F1
score (blue line) when we add the feature, number of tweets published. We find that G-LSV and
G-LR with selecting 4 best features plus ”number of tweets published” can achieve performance
comparable with the performance of both models utilizing all the features (green dashed line in
Figure 1).

Figure 1. (Top): F1 scores of G-LSV trained incrementally with more features (x-axis). (Bottom):
F1 scores of G-LR. F1 scores are computed from 5-fold cross-validation, the order of the
features is determined by RFE computed from the corresponding model. The dashed green line
depicts the F1 score of the corresponding model trained on the best 4 features + the number of
tweets published (the feature causing the boost in F1 score for both models)
4.3. Time-sensitive Modeling
Time-sensitive modeling generally yields better performance than the global models; the
exception is G-DT, which outperforms TS-DT by 0.01%. However, the McNemar significance
test does not indicate that any of the differences are significant.
We also carried out experiments to find the optimal global λ in equation (3) and (4) as
trying individual λ for each local model is intractable. However, the local model inside timesensitive modeling is still unable to contribute to help improve the predictions.
We conclude that, on our dataset and unlike the findings by Petrovic, et al., [3], timesensitive modeling has a very limited contribution to the overall performance the use of a strong
learning model is far more important.

5. Conclusion
We provide a study and comparison of retweet prediction approaches. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first attempt to collect best performing features and contrast linear
and non-linear learning methods. Specifically, we answer three research questions. We
demonstrate that, on our dataset, a random forest-based learning method, which has not been
employed in previous studies, outperforms all other learning methods that we consider. We find
that user features are more important than tweet features in making correct predictions and that
the best three features are: number of times a user is listed, number of followers, and average
number of tweets published per day. Using feature selection, we find that the number of tweets
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published combined with the four best features leads to performance levels of G-LSV and G-LR
models that are comparable using all features. Lastly, time-sensitive modeling has limited
benefits on our dataset.
As to future work, we plan to study the potential of signals inferred from external
sources (such as news or Wikipedia) for retweet prediction.
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